Dear fellow grad students/post docs,

Following our Fall semester seminar series, MIT SIAM in collaboration with the Center for Computational Engineering (CCE) is now organizing the talks for this semester.

These seminars serve as a means of bringing together the diverse MIT community with a common interest in Applied Math and Computational Sciences. The areas of application may cover anything from Biology to Environment, Energy, Material Science.... You are therefore invited to take this chance and present your cutting-edge research, get feedback, form collaborations and make new friends. Talks are typically 30-minute long followed by a few minutes of Q&A. The seminars will be held weekly on Thursdays, 4-5 pm alongside with the CCE monthly distinguished faculty seminars.

We invite you to submit an abstract with a title, your name and major to siam.officers@mit.edu. We only have 4 slots left for this semester. So, if you are interested, act fast! A final schedule will be posted soon.

Best regards,
MIT SIAM
-----
MIT SIAM Website
MIT CCE